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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. It has recently been shown that the X- and Y-cell classes in
the AJayers of the cat lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) are divisi-
ble into lagged and nonlagged types. We have characterized the
visual response properties of 153 cells in the AJayers to ,l) reveal
response features that are relevant to the X/Y and lagged/non-
lagged classiflcation schemes, and 2) provide a systematic de-
scription ofthe properties oflagged and nonl"gged cells as a basis
for understanding mechanisms that affect these two groups. Re-
sponses to flashing spots and drifting gratings were measured as
the contrast and spatial and temporal modulation were varied.

2. X- and Y-cells were readily distinguished by their spatial.
tuning. Y-cells had much lower preferred spatial frequencies and
spatial resolution than X-cells. Within each functional class (X or
Y), however, lagged and nonlagged cells were similar in their
spatial response properties. Thus the lagged/nonlagged distinction
is not one related to the spatial domain.

J. In the temporal domain X- and Y-cells showed little differ-
ence in temporal tuning, whereas lagged and nonlagged cells
showed distinctive response properties. The temporal tuning
functions of lagged cells were slightly shifted toward lower fre-
quencies with optimal temporal frequencies of lagged X-cells av-
eraging an octave lower than those of nonlagged X-cells. Tem-
poral resolution was much lower in lagged X- and Y-cells than in
their nonlagged counterparts.

4. The most dramatic differences between lagged and non-
lagged cells appeared in the timing of their responses, as measured
by the phase of the response relative to the sinusoidal luminance
modulation of a spot centered in the receptive field. Response
phase varied approximately linearly with temporal frequency.
The slope of the phase versus frequency line is a measure of total
integration time, which we refer to as visual latency. t agged cells
had much longer latencies than nonlagged cells.

5. The intercept of the phase versus frequency line is a measure
of when in the stimulus cycle the cell responds; we refer to this as
the intrinsic or absolute phase of the cell. This measure of re-
sponse timing not only distinguished lagged and nonlagged cells
well but also covaried with the sustained or transient nature of
cells'responses to flashed stimuli. Absolute phase lagged the stim-
ulus for lagged cells, led the stimulus 1ot nqnlagged cells, and
approached a quarter-cycle phase lead or lag for cells that re-
sponded transiently.

6. We conclude that geniculate X- and Y-cells are distin-
guished by their spatial but not temporal response properties;
these characteristics are largely inherited from the retina. On the
other hand, lagged and nonlagged cells are indistinguishable spa-
tially but differ temporally. These temporal differences reflect
intrageniculate mechanisms and indicate that the LGN performs
a major role in the temporal transformation of signals passing
from retina to cortex.

7. The responses of virtually all cells to square-wave flashing
stimuli could be predicted from their responses to sinusoidal stim-

uli by the use of response phase data and assuming linear sum-
mation. The inhibitory dip and anomalous ofset discharge that
characterize the responses of lagged cells to flashed stimuli are
present in these linear predictions. Thus it is not necessary to
invoke strong nonlinearities in the temporal domain to account
for the response profiles oflagged and nonlagged geniculate cells
or for sustained and transient firing patterns.

8. Lagged and nonlagged cells responded approximately one-
quarter cycle apart at low temporal frequencies. Because of the
latency difference between these cell types, this quarter-cycle
phase difference was maintained only over a limited range of
hequencies. This range roughly matched the tuning width of
lagged cells, so that lagged cells tended to cease responding around
the point where their responses would be a halfcycle out ofphase
with nonlagged cells of the same center sign. We suggest that the
response timing differences between lagged and nonlagged cells
may be important for generating direction selectivity in visual
cortex.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Cat visual cortical cells display remarkable response
properties in light of their relatively simple inputs from the
lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Specificity for a variety
of stimulus dimensions arises in cQrtex out of a seemingly
homogeneous collection of geniculate neurons. The domi-
nant projections to area 17 aise from X- and Y-cells in the
geniculate A-laminae (Humphrey et al. 1985; Malpeli
1983; Stone and Dreher 1973). These cells inherit their
receptive fields largely unaltered from their retinal inputs
(Cleland et al. 197l; Hoffman et al. 1972). Little evidence
had accu'mulated for significant geniculate processing of
visual information until the discovery of lagged X-cells
(Mastronarde l987a,b). These geniculate cells differ from
their retinal X-afferents and from adjacent, nonlagged, ge-
niculate X-cells in displaying an early inhibition rather
than excitation to the onset of a visual stimulus in their
receptive field. This early inhibition produces a delayed
latency to discharge. Based on structural and functional
evidence, it is hypothesized that intrageniculate inhibitory
interneurons are responsible for generating the lagged-X
response profile (Humphrey and Weller 1988b; Mastro-
narde 1987a). Both lagged and nonlagged X-cells project to
visual cortex in substantial numbers, and it is estimated
that the cells comprise -40 and 60Vo, respectively, of the
geniculocortical X-afferents (Humphrey and Weller
r988b).

Our understanding of the geniculate mechanisms that
underlie lagged and nonlagged X-cells, as well as the impli-
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cations for cortical function, require further details about
how these cells respond to visual stimuli. Previous reports
suggested that the two groups of X-cells are similar in such
spatial properties as handplotted receptive field-center size
and spatial resolution (Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mas-
tronarde 1987a). In the temporal domain, it was shown
that lagged X-cells prefer lower temporal frequencies
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a) and slower speeds than
nonlagged X-cells and that the responses to moving bars
occur much later in lagged than in nonlagged cells (Mas-
tronarde 1987a). Taken together, the previous evidence
suggested strongly that the differences between lagged and
nonlagged X-cells were of a temporal rather than spatial
nature. In the present work we have investigated this issue
more systematically than heretofore, both to validate pre-
vious findings and to extend the analyses in the temporal
and contrast domains. We have also extended these analy-
ses to the newly recognized (Mastronarde 1988a) gloup of
lagged Y-cells.

We found that, within each cell class (X or Y), lagged
and nonlagged cells were indistinguishable spatially. The
clearest differences existed in the temporal domain. In ex-
ploring the temporal properties of geniculate cells, it be-
came clear that not only the lagged/nonlagged distinction,
but also the transient/sustained distinction and other
aspects of the timing of visual responses, could be simply
related to measurements of the phase of responses to sinu-
soidally modulated stimuli. A simplifying assumption of
linear temporal summation appears to be a reasonable ap-
proximation for geniculate A-layer cells. This implies, in
particular, that the mechanisms responsible for the pecu-
liar responses of lagged X-cells transform the retinal input
linearly. In addition, if cortex were to combine geniculate
inputs even quasi-linearly, direction selectivity could be
generated out of the responses of lagged and nonlagged
cells.

These results have been presented previously in abstract
form (Saul and Humphrey 1988, 1989).

M E T H O D S

Physiological preparation

The general methods for suryical preparation, visual and elec-
trical stimulation, and recording are described in detail in
Humphrey et al. (1985). Adult cats were anesthetized with the use
of 4Vo halothane in nitrous oxide and oxygen. A radial vein was
cannulated, and an endotracheal tube was inserted. After place-
ment in a stereotaxic frame, paralysis was induced with an intra-
venous injection of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil), and the ani-
mal was henceforth ventilated artificially at a rate sufficient to
maintain end-tidal COz aL -4Vo. The gas mixture contained
-707o NzO and 307o 02 with l-2%ohaIothane for the duration of
surgical procedures. Rectal temperature was maintained at
-37.5"C with a thermostatically controlled heating pad. Heart
rate was monitored throughout the experiment as one indicator of
physiological state. An intravenous infusion containing 3.6 mg/h
of Flaxedil, 0.7 me/h of d-tubocurarine, and I mg.kg-t'h-r of
pentobarbital sodium (Nembutal) in 57o dextrose and lactated
Ringer solution was given continuously at a rate of -6 ml/h.
Craniotomies were made over the optic chiasm and the LGN for
placement of bipolar stimulating electrodes and recording elec-
trodes, respectively.

Care was tak€n to ensure prop€r anesthetic levels throughout
the experiment. All incision and pressure points were infiltrated
with 2Vo lidocaine HCl. The head was supported nontraumati-
cally in the stereotaxic by a crossbar attached to screws inserted
into the skull, which allowed removal of the ear and eye bars. The
electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded continuously, and
small boluses (3-6 mg) of Nembutal were administered intrave-
nously, if necessary. This maintained a state of strong EEG syn-
chronization and barbiturate spindling during surgery and mild
synchronization with no spindling during recording (Hammond
1978; Humphrey and Weller 1988a).

The pupils were dilated with atropine, and phenylephrine HCI
was applied to retract the nictitating. membranes. The corneas
were covered with contact lenses fitted with 3-mm artificial
pupils, and the eyes were flushed periodically with l.5%o saline to
maintain optical quality. Refraction was evaluated by retinos-
copy, and contact lenses were chosen to focus the eyes at a dis-
tance of 57 cll;'. The optic disks were projected onto a tangent
screen at I 14 cm, and the direction of gaze was estimated there-
from (Bishop et al. 1962).

Recording and electrical stimulation

Single neurons were recorded with tris(hydroxymethyl)amino-
methane (Tris) gJass micropipettes filled with 0.2 M KCI in Tris
buffer and beveled to obtain impedances of 50-100 MQ in vivo.
As reported previously (Humphrey and Weller 1988a), moder-
ately high-impedance electrodes are required to sample the small,
lagged X-cells in the LGN. LaSged cells may also be recorded with
tungsten-in-glass electrodes having small tip exposures (Hegge-
lund and Hartveit 1989; Mastronarde 1987a). We repeatedly fail
to record lagged cells with micropipettes filled with 3 M KCl,
while consistently recording 2-3lagged cells per penetration with
similar pipettes filled with 0.2 M KCl. We speculate that the lower
molarity reduces the sampling window of the pipettes and some-
how allows better isolation of small amplitude potentials from the
small lagged cells without interference from surrounding poten-
tials generated by larger cells. The location ofthe electrode tip in
the LGN was established with the use of Sanderson's (1971)
maps, potentials evoked by chiasm stimulation, and cell ocular
dominance. Single neurons in the A-layers were well isolated by
the high-impedance electrodes, and somatic spikes were distin-
guished from axon spikes by their biphasic potentials and by the
slow decay of axonal potentials. I-atencies to electrical stimula-
tion of the optic chiasm were measured from the foot of the action
potential, taking the shortest consistent latency to repeated
chiasm shocks (Humphrey and Weller 1988a).

General visuql stimulation and identification
of X- and Y-cells

Receptive fields were plotted initially by hand on a tangent
screen I 14 cm from the eyes. All subsequent visual stimulation
was done with the use of a Teklronix 608 monitor 57 cm from the
eye, driven by a Picasso image synthesizer (Innisfree, Cambridge
MA) linked to an LSI-Il/73 computer. The CRT subtended
- l0o visual angle. All stimuli were presented monocularly with
the nondominant eye occluded.

Cells were identified as X or Y primarily by the linearity of their
spatial summation to counterphasing sine-wave gratings, as de-
termined by Fourier analysis of their peristimulus time histo-
grams (PSTHs) (Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966). Gratings were
modulated at I or 2 Hz, and the spatial frequency was slowly
increased. If a spatial frequency could be found where the re-
sponse component at the second harmonic of the stimulus tem-
poral frequency exceeded twice the magnitude of the first har-
monic component, the cell was classified as nonlinear and there-
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FIc. l. Peristimulus histograms of responses from 4 oN-center genicu-
late neurons to the 4-part flashing spot stimulus. Stimulus was a smill spot
whose luminance was modulated as shown at bottom, For each cell, spot
size was slightly smaller than the handplotted receptive-field center. Back-
ground luminance was 25 cd/m2, matching the spot luminance from l-2 s
and 3-4 s. Star marks the luminance step most appropriate for stimulating
these oN-center cells. Open arrows point to inhibitory dips in the yy and
X1-cells, and filled arrow points to the anomalous offset discharge in the
Xs-cell. Half-rise latencies for the Yp, Xn-, Yri and X1-cells were 39,63,
I 56, and 320 ms, respectively. For half-fall, they were 23,46, I l7, and 132
ms, respectively.

smaller than the receptive-field center as plotted by hand to mini-
mize the effect of eye-position drifts.

Data analysis

Occurrence of action potentials was timed with millisecond
resolution relative to stimulus events. All visual stimuli controlled
by the computer were periodic, and spikes incremented histogram
counters across one stimulus cycle. Binwidths varied with stimu-
lus period but were generally <5 ms. Responses to sinusoidally
varying stimuli were analyzed by converting the spike counts to
firing rates per stimulus cycle and then Fourier analyzing the
histogram to obtain the response component at the stimulus tem-
poral frequency (and its harmonics). All Fourier transforms were
perfiormed with a standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine
(Press et al. 1986). Visual latencies to the four-part flashing stimu-
lus were measured as described by Humphrey and Weller
( I 988a).

Standard curves (e.g., difference of gaussians) were fit to re-
sponse data. All fits minimized mean-squared error. Nonlinear

fore Y (Hochstein and Shapley 1976). Cells with a second to first
harmonic ratio <2.0 were identified as X (the ratio was usu-
ally <1.0).

Secondary, qualitative features of the cells supported our pri-
mary identification. All cells with optic chiasm latencies > 1.7 ms
or < 1.4 ms were identified on the basis of spatial summation as X
or Y, respectively, in agreement with previous reports (Humphrey
and Weller 1988a; Wilson et al. 1976\. Also. when matched for
eccentricity, X-cells had smaller handplotted receptive fields than
Y-cells, and most X-cell receptive-field surrounds displayed mod-
erate to strong antagonism ofthe center, whereas those ofmost
Y-cells did not. For a few cells (<5Zo of the sample), the linearity
test yielded equivocal results, because ofpoor or erratic responses
at high spatial frequencies. In these cases, the secondary criteria
were used to identify cell class but only ifall criteria agreed. Ifnot,
the cells remained unclassified and were excluded from the pres-
ent analyses.

Stimulus protocols

The following tests were used to characterize the cells' visual
response properties.

RESPONSES TO FLASHING SPoTS. A cell was identified as
lagged or nonlagged by its response to a flashing spot centered in
its receptive field (Humphrey and Weller l988al. The luminance
of the spot was modulated in a four-part cycle consisting of steps
at 15, 25, 35, and ?5 cd/m2, with the background luminanie
constant at25 cd/mz. Each step lasted either 0.5 or 1.0 s. These 2-
or.4-s cycles were repeated 50-200 times to generate a pSTH
(Fig. l).
SPATIAL RESPONSE PROPERTIES. The spatial response prop_
erties and spatial structure of the receptive fields of th-e geniculjte
cells were determined with the use of drifting sine-wavi gratings
of various spatial frequencies. Vertically oriented gratings driftiig
rightward across the receptive field at the preferred drift rate foi
each cell were presented for l0-s trials. Grating contrast was 0.4,
and mean luminance was 25 cd/m2. Seven to i0 spatial frequen_
cies-were tested, usually ranging from 0. I 25 to 2 cyiles per digree
(cpd) in- approximately half-octave steps. Each freq.rerr"y 

-*",

randomly presented five times to generate a pSTH. At a typical
drift rate of 2 Hz, each histogram was built from 100 stimulus
cycles.

TEMPORAL RESPONSE PROPERTIES. The temporal response
properties of cells were determined mainly by the use of the same
spot as in the flashing spot test but now modulated sinusoidally
between I 5 and 35 cdlm2 around a background luminance of 23
"4/y'. Temporal frequencies of 0.5-24 Hz were tlpically tested
with each frequency presented five dmes for l0 s each to generate
a PSTH showing the average response over a stimulus cycle. Oc-
casionally, cells were additionally tested at frequencies between
0. I and 2 Hz to study their low-frequency behavior. The re-
sponses of the cell were timed relative to the luminance of the spot
to determine the phase of the response relative to the stimulus.

Temporal response functions for some cells were also tested
with drifting sine-wave gratings of optimal spatial frequency and
contrast of 0.4. Responses were timed relative to a stimulus-cycle
marking signal, but because the position of the grating relativi to
the cell's receptive field could not be easily determined, the re-
sponse phase includes an unknown offset. Although this offset
could be discovered by varying spatial frequency (Lee et al.
1981a), this method was not routinely used becauseof time con-
straints.

Eye movements occasionally introduced variability in response
amplitudes during a test. When activity seemed affeCted, thi Aata
were rejected, and the stimulus was recentered before startins
another run. The diameters of spot stimuli were chosen to be iusi
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fits were found via a downhill simplex method (Nelder and Mead transient. Cell discharge was delayed because of the early
1965; Press et al. 1986). Population results will be presented as dip, but once established it was sustained throughout the
arithmetic means plus or minus SEs unless otherwise specified. stimulus onset step. At spot offset, the cell at the bottom
IJnless otherwise specified, comparisons between means were gave a transient anomalous offset discharge (filled arrow),
based on one-tailed / tests. Correlations betweet lil-"_b!tJ.^1. intrictr delayed the cell's return to background firing.

SX9; H*:i:each 
cell classification with the use or linear (Pear- 

Lagged X- and y-neurons will be referred t6 as Xr and Yr
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde 1987a,
1988a).

Most geniculate cells can be identified qualitatively as
lagged or nonlagged by the shapes oftheir response profiles
to flashing spots. As previously reported (Humphrey and
Weller 1988a: Mastronarde 1987a;1988a), they can also be
distinguished quantitatively with the use of two measures:
l) the latency to half-rise, which is sensitive to the inhibi-
tory dip at stimulus onset, and 2) the latency to half-fall,
sensitive to the anomalous offset discharge at stimulus ofl
set. The distributions of half-rise and half-fall latencies for
our total sample are shown in Fig. 2. With the use of the
criteria of Humphrey and Weller (1988a), cells with half-
rise latencies <70 ms and half-fall latencies <60 ms were
identified as nonlagged (filled squares and circles). Cells
with half-rise latencies > 100 ms and half-fall latencies >60
ms were identified as lagged (open squares and circles). All
cells could be distinguished as lagged or nonlagged by these
criteria with the exception of four X-cells that responded in
all regards like XN-cells (no inhibitory dip or anomalous
offset discharge, short half-fall latency) but which had
slightly longer (78-l l0 ms) half-rise latencies. We refer to
these cells as partially lagged (Xp1) in accord with Mas-
tronarde (1987a). Two Y-cells that had clear inhibitory
dips and long half-rise latencies were classified as lagged
(Yr) despite their half-fall latencies of zero. The firing in
these two cells had returned to background levels before
spot offset.

R E S U L T S

Overview

Our results are derived from 153 X- and Y-cells recorded
extracellularly in laminae A and A1 of the LGN. Among
the X-cells, 8l were further identified as nonlagged or par-
tially lagged and 33 as lagged. Among Y-cells, 32 and 7
were identified as nonlagged and lagged, respectively. All
neurons had receptive fields within 35" of the area cen-
tralis; 55Vo of these were located within the central 10o.
Approximately equal numbers of oN- and opF-center cells
were recorded in each cell group. The differences between
oN- and oFF-center cells were not notable, leading us to
combine them in the results presented here. We will first
summarize how each neuron was identified as lagged or
nonlagged by its response to flashing spots. We will then
describe the spatial and temporal response properties of the
cells as determined with the use of spots and gratings. We
will show that the responses to sinusoidally modulated
stimuli predict the responses to the flashing spot stimuli;
that is, we will compare the frequency-domain and the
time-domain response characteristics of the geniculate
neurons. Finally, we will summarize our observations on
the contrast-response properties of these cells.

Flash responses and identification of lagged and
nonlagged cells

Figure I illustrates the response profiles of four represen-
tative oN-center cells to the four-part flashing spot stimu-
lus. Each stimulus cycle evokes responses to two luminance
steps. Although we focus our analysis on the portion of the
histogram coresponding to the cell's center sign (bright for
oN-center cells and dark for oFF-center cells), the immedi-
ately preceding luminance step is important because it
raises the cell's firing above background levels so that any
dip in discharge at stimulus onset can be detected.

The response profiles of the two cells at the top of the
figure are characteristic of nonlagged geniculate neurons
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde 1987a). At
spot onset, both gave a brisk transient discharge followed
by a variably sustained firing that was stronger for the sec-
ond cell than for the top cell. At spot offset, both cells
quickly ceased discharging and returned to baseJine firing.
As indicated in the figure, we refer to these cells as Yp and
XN. Our Xp-cells probably include neurons classified as
Xs, Xv, and Xl by Mastronarde ( 1988b), with the majority
probably corresponding to the more preval€rt X5, or sin-
gle-input nonlagged X-cells.

In contrast to the brisk excitatory responses ofthe non-
lagged cells, the lagged Y- and X-cells shown below re-
sponded sluggishly. Spot onset elicited an inhibitory dip in
their discharge (open arrows) rather than an excitatory
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FIc. 2. Measured latencies to half-rise and half-fall from flash re-
sponses are plotted for all 153 cells recorded, although many ofthe non-
lagged cells are obscured because of overlap. Half-rise reflects the latency
at which the cell attained half-maximal firing after stimulus onset
(Humphrey and Weller 1988a). Half-fall reflects the time taken for firing
to decay by one-half after stimulus offset. Cells for which half-fall latencies
could not be computed because too little activity was present just before
stimulus offset are plotted on the horizontal axis in the <10-ms category.
Open symbols identify lagged cells; filled symbols identify nonlagged cells
or Xpr- cells.
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Figure 2 confirms previous observations that half-rise
and half-fall latencies distinguish X1- from Xp-cells and
extends the findings to Y-cells. Within the lagged and non-
lagged groups, Y-cell latencies overlapped those of X-cells,
although they were significantly shorter, on average, than
their X-cell counterparts (P < 0.005 for both groups,
Mann-Whitney U test). Curiously, the separation between
lagged and nonlasged X-cells exceeds that previously re-
ported by Humphrey and Weller (1988a) with the use of
similar measures. This is due mainly to the longer latencies
of Xr-cells in the present study. The reasons for this are
unclear. Nevertheless, the important point is that lagged
and nonlagged X- and Y-cells can be easily identified with
the use of the flashing-spot stimulus.

Two other features of the flash responses were measured:
maximum discharge rate and transient/sustained behavior
(quantified by the ratio of mean to maximum firing rate,
equivalent to the Percent Area of Discharge reported by
Humphrey and Weller 1988a). Maximum firing rates in
Xp- and YN-cells were similar (l3l and 146 spikes/s, re-
spectively) and dwarfed the rate for Xs- and Yr-cells (38
spikes/s for both). The four Xpa-cells averaged 48 spikes/s,
more similar to the X1- than to the XN-cells. With regard to
the transient/sustained distinction, smaller values of the
ratio of mean to maximum firing rates correspond to more
transient firing patterns. Xp-cells ranged widely in their
sustained/transient character (mean ratio of 38 with a SD
of 16), whereas Yp-cells tended to be very transient (17 +

l2). Xr-cells had sustained responses (62 + l0). The seven
Y1-cells varied considerably (42 + 16) but were much more
sustained than a typical Y1r-cell. By this measure' too, the
four Xp1-cells resembled X1-cells with an average ratio
of 62.

Having identified cells physiologically, we next explored
their response properties in the spatial, temporal, and con-
trast dimensions with regard to these classifications. We
were particularly interested in the extent to which X- and
Y-cells on the one hand, and lagged and nonlagged cells on
the other hand, differ in their spatial and temporal tuning.

Spatial responses

The spatial response properties of the geniculate cells
were characterized conventionally (Enroth-Cugell and

Robson 1966; Rodieck 1965; So and Shapley l98l). For a
range of7-10 spatial frequencies presented to each cell, the
fundamental response component was plotted against spa-
tial frequency, and these data points were fit by a difference
of gaussians function (representing the summed effects of
an excitatory center and an inhibitory surround) to obtain
four parameters that describe the cell's spatial tuning. Esti-
mates of preferred spatial frequency and spatial resolution
(the frequency above the optimum that would evoke l07o
of the maximal response) were derived, as well as a set of
parameters that describes the receptive field in the spatial
domain. These numbers include.estimates of the recep-
tive-field center and surround sizes (r" and r.) and strengths
(C and S, which are combined in the ratio S/C for normal-
ization). Table I lists means obtained for several of these
parameters for each cell group. We include in this table
mean receptive-field diameters as measured by hand, and
the receptive-freld radius derived from the point where the
center and surround strengths are equal. Note that the
handplotted fields are about one-half the size of the fields
derived from the drifting grating data.

We found that spatial tuning as measured by first har-
monic responses differed markedly between geniculate X-
and Y-cells, as previously reported (So and Shapley 198 I )'
Y-cells generally responded best to the lowest spatial fre-
quency iested (0.125 cpd), which excludes analysis of their
ritativ-ety negligible surrounds. Y-cells had lower preferred
spatial frequencies, lower spatial resolution' and larger re-
ceptive-field centers than X-cells when matched for eccen-
triiity. All of these differences were highly significant (P <
0.001 for all applicable comparisons). Although our con-
clusions regarding X/Y differences agree with previous

studies, our cells had lower spatial resolution and larger
receptive field-center sizes than those previously reported'
These differences might be partly explained by our use of
constant (0.4) contrast stimuli and cutoffs at ll%o of the
peak, as opposed to contrast sensitivity measurements'
btttet differences in sampling, analysis, and anesthesia
may play a role in these discrepancies.

Atthough there were clear differences between X- and
Y-cells in spatial tuning, within each cell class lagged and
nonlagged iells did not differ. Yr-cells had receptive fields
as large as Yp-cells and matched their low-pass spatial fre-

TABLE L Spatial receptive field parameters

C-ell Type
Eccentricity,

deg r", deg RFd, deg RF;,", deg SFq, cpd Remlution, cPdS/C r", deg

Xg
Mean t SE 9.8 + 1.3 (33) 0.82 + 0.10 (7) 0.47 + 6.69 191
Range l -35 0.4-1.0 0.3- l . l

Xa

0.79 + 0.15 (7) 0.54 + 0.05 (8)

0.3- 1.4 0.3-0.8
0.s8 + 0.06 (33) 0.50 + 0.09 (9) l.5l i 0.21 (9)

0.2-1.8 0.2-1.0 0.5-2.5

Mean + SE 10.9 + 1.0 (77) O.77 + 0.07 (23)

Rang€ l-36 0.2-1.9
Y1

Mean I SE 12.7 + 2.4 (7)
Range 4-21

Ya

0.40 + 0.04 (24) t.r3 + o.tz (23)

0.1-r .0 0.5-2.8

2.2 + 0.4 (3)
1.9-2.6

1 .47  +  0 .  l 9  ( 12 )
0.7-3.0

0.63 + 0.05 (23) 0.70 + 0.04 (77) 0.43 + O.O4 (24) 1.63 + O'17 (24\

0.2-1.3 0.2-2.0 0.1-0.7 0.5-4.5

l . l  + 0.3 (7)  0.13 + 0.01 (4)  0.29 + 0.03 (3)

0.5-2.5 0.1-0.2 0.3-0.4

1.58 + 0.17 (32) 0.12 + 0.01 (12) 0 '41 + 0.05 (12)

0.3-3.5 0.024.2 0.24.7
Mean + SE
Range

13.8 + 1.4 (32)
441

Number ofcells tested in parentheses. S/C, ratio ofsunound to center strength; r. and r", center and sunound radii from difference ofgaussians, respectively; RFa'

receptive field radius derived from difference of gaussians; RFsb, subjectively measured r€ceptive field diameter; SF.r, optimal spatial frequency: resolution' spatial

frequency giving l0% maximal respons€.
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l-Y* cell
O- X* cell
t r - - 'Y tce l l
O--- X.- cell

. 1  1  1 0  1 0 0
Temporal frequency (Hz)

Rc. 3. Temporal frequency tuning curves for 4 geniculate cells are
shown. Stimulus was a sinusoidally modulated spot. First harmonic re-
sponse amplitudes are plotted against temporal frequency, and best-fitting
difference ofgaussian curves through the points are shown. Optimal tem-
poral frequencies and temporal resolutions for these 4 cells were 4.4 and
25 Hz for the Ypcell, 3.3 and22 Hz for the Xy-cell, 3.6 and 14 Hz for the
Yr-cell, and 2 and 9 Hz for the X1-cell.

quency tuning. X1-cells had slightly larger centers and
smaller surrounds than Xp-cells but the differences were
not significant in our small sample (P > 0.05, / test). These
relationships held at all eccentricities. These results indi-
cate that the differences between lagged and nonlagged X-
cells have little to do with their spatial receptive-field prop-
erties.

Temporal responses

The temporal response properties ofgeniculate cells were
analyzed by modulating stimulus luminance sinusoidally
at various temporal frequencies. This provided two kinds
of information for each cell. First, the amplitude of the
response as a function of temporal frequency gave a de-
scription of the cell's temporal tuning. Second, the phase of
the response provided a description of the cell's response
timing.

30 TUNING. We tested cells with both sinusoidally modu-
lated spots and drifting gatings. The amplitude of the first
harmonic component of the response (which dominated
the responses of all cells) against temporal frequency was fit
by a difference of gaussians function of four parameters.
This is formally identical to the procedure used in the spa-
tial domain, but here, the difference of gaussians does not
represent an explicit receptive-field model. Instead it is
simply a convenient way to estimate optimal temporal fre-
quency, temporal resolution, peak amplitude, and tuning
widths. Figure 3 shows tuning curves for four representa-
tive cells. All cells had band-pass tuning. We saw no clear
examples of low-pass tuning. All cells responded well at
temporal frequencies between - I and 3 Hz but varied
widely in their responses to higher frequencies. The X1-cell
illustrated in Fig. 3 peaked at 2 Hz and failed to respond
beyond -9 Hz. The Yr-cell responded somewhat better to
high frequencies. The two nonlagged cells discharged more
vigorously at all frequencies above 2 Hz, continuing to fire
out to -20 Hz.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of preferred temporal
frequencies to sinusoidally modulated spots for each group
of cells. The average values for this and other temporal
response measures are summarized in Table 2. Comparing
X- and Y-cells, it is clear that there is a substantial range of
optimal frequencies within each class and overlap between
classes. The mean optimal temporal frequency for Yycells
is only slightly higher than for Xp-cells when tested with
spots (l : 1.4, P: 0.08). Comparing lagged and nonlagged
cells, there is also a sizable range within and overlap be-
tween the groups, but X1-cells preferred much slower stim-
uli than Xp-cells (t:3.7, P < 0.001). No X1-cells had
optimal temporal frequency above 3.4 Hz. X1r-cells were
heterogeneous in their temporal tuning, ranging from units
that preferred frequencies under I Hz up to cells with the
highest optimal frequencies found. Y-cells were more
tightly grouped around their mean. Yp- and Y1-cells had
similar temporal frequency preferences (t = 0.2, P: 0.42).

Temporal resolution was taken as the frequency above
the optimum that would give a response of 107o of the peak
amplitude. No difference in mean temporal resolution was
observed between X- and Y-cells when tested with either
spots or gratings (Table 2). However, lagged and nonlagged
cells differed significantly on this measure (t : 3.8, P <
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FIc. 4. Distribution of optimal temporal frequency
when tested with sinusoidally modulated spots is shown for
each group ofcells. lncluded are 24 Xs-cells, 4 Y1-cells, 63
XN-cells, and 2l Yp-cells. No cell was low-pass, but a few
X-cells had very low preferred frequencies. X-cells were dis-
tributed more broadly than Y-cells, which clustered around
4 Hz. Eighty-nine percent of the cells had optimal temporal
frequencies between I and 8 Hz.
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TABLE 2. Temporal response properties

C-ell Type
Phas€

I-atency, ms go, cycles

A. B. SAUL AND A. L. HUMPHREY

Spot Grating

oopt, Hz Resn, Hz Amp, imp/s a * , H z Resn, Hz Amp, imp/s

X1

Mean t SE

Range

XN

Mean + SE

Range

Y1

Mean + SE

Range

YN

Mean t SE

Range

133 + 4 (33)
94 to 197

63  +  2 (77 )
37 to 107

130 + 14 (4)
l09to 170

59 + 2 (30)
35 to 9 l

0.096 + 0.15 (33)
-0.08 to 0.30

-0. l 16 + 0.007 (76)
-0.26 to -O.02

-0.004 + 0.023 (4)
-0.07 to 0.03

-0.180 + 0.010 (27)
-0.3 to -0.1

t.5 + o.z (24)
0.3 to 3.4

3.a + 0.3 163;
0.8 to 13.8

4.3 + 0.6 (4)
3.2 to 6.1

4 .1  +  6 .5  121 ;
1.6 to I  1.4

9 + t ( 2 4 )
3to23

22 + 2 (63)
7 to73

1 3 + l ( 4 )
l l  t o  1 5

22 ! | (21)
15 to 38

t9 + 2 (24)
6 r o 3 8

42 + 3 (63)
l l t o l 0 T

27  +7  (4 )
12 to 44

4t  + 4 (2t \
7 t o 8 5

3. l3 + 0.9 (9)
0.7 to 9.6

4 .7  +  0 .8  ( 18 )
0.1 to 14

4.7 + t . t  (4)
2.0 to 6.9

6.0 + 0.7 (10)
3.1 to 10.8

t 7 + 4 1 9 1  1 4 + 1 1 9 ;
3 t o 3 l  9 t o l 9

2 5 + 4 ( 1 8 )  3 3 + 5 ( 1 8 )
8 t o 5 4  l 0 t o 7 5

1 8 + 3 ( 4 )  3 l + 7 ( 3 )
l 0 t o22  l 8 t o38

2 6 + 5 ( r 0 )  3 5 + 7 ( 1 0 )
l 0 t o 6 l  3 t o 8 3

Number ofcells tested in parentheses. go, absolute phase; oooa, optimal temporal frcquency; resn, temporal frequency giving l0% maximal response; Amp, maximal

response amplitude.

0.001 for X-cells; t:3.2, P < 0.005 for Y-cells). Among
individual groups, X1-cells had the poorest resolution; a
number of them ceased firing to spot modulation rates
above 4 Hz. Only 25Eo (6 out of 24) of the Xr-cells had
resolutions above l0 Hz compared with 85vo of the XN-
cells. Y1-cells, despite having relatively high optimal tem-
poral frequencies, did not respond well to frequencies
above l0 Hz; their temporal resolution ranged from I I to
15 Hz when tested with spots. We should note that all cells
responded relatively better to gratings than to spots at
higher temporal frequencies, although the spot stimuli
generated stronger maximal response amplitudes. Never-
theless, the relationships among the four cell groups were
similar when tested with either stimulus.

Taken together, these data reveal that differences in
temporal tuning that exist among geniculate cells are more
associated with the lagged/nonlagged dichotomy than with
the X/Y distinction. The main difference between lagged
and nonlagged cells is the poorer resolution of the former.
These differences are clearly important yet do not account
for the differences in the response profiles of lagged and
nonlagged cells when tested with the four-part flashing spot
stimulus (Figs. I and 2)- Considerable overlap was ob-
served in all of our measures of tuning. We only observed a
clear separation in the temporal responses of lagged and
nonlagged cells when we analyzed the timing, or phase, of
the responses.
TIMING. The sinusoidally modulated spot experiments
permitted the systematic extraction of information about
the timing of cells' responses. Figure 5 illustrates typical
responses from three cells: oN-center Xy- and X1-cells and
an oFF-center Xp-cell. The spot luminance was modulated
at I H4 as shown atthe bottom of the figure. The oN-center
cells fire when the stimulus is bright. The nonlagged cell
begins to firejust after the spot reaches its darkest point (at
0.75 s) and the luminance begins to increase. Peak firing
occurs just before the peak of the stimulus luminance (at
0.25 s). The activity declines rapidly as the spot darkens. In
contrast, the lagged cell begins to respond as the spot
reaches its brightest point, and most of its firing occurs as
the luminance decreases. Nonetheless, the lagged cell
diffen from the oFF-center cell, whose firing clearly peaks

just before the luminance trough (at 0.75 s). By this point
the Xr-cell has nearly ceased firing. At low temporal fre-
quencies lagged cells discharged at a time partway between
the firing of oN- and orr'-center nonlagged cells.

We quantified these differences in response timing by
measuring the first harmonic response phase relative to the
stimulus. If a cell responded in synchrony with the stimu-
lus, reaching its peak firing when the spot was brightest, the
response phase was taken to be zero cycles. If response
peaked when the spot reached its darkest point, phase
would be 0.5 cycles. As a normalization, however, we sub-

0.25 0.5 0.75

Time (seconds)

FIc. 5. Response histograms to sinusoidally modulated spot stimuli
are shown for 3 different cell types. Stimulus in all 3 cases was modulated
at I Hz. Responses occurred at different times for these 3 cells. First
harmonic response phase is given lor each cell, with larger values ofphase
corresponding to responses that occurred later in the stimulus cycle as
shown.
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tracted 0.5 cycles from phase values for orr-center cells. At
low temporal frequencies, response phase was assigned to
the interval from -0.25 to 0.25 cycles. Responses that oc-
curred later in the stimulus cycle were assigned larger phase
values; this convention means that response phase is a
measure of phase lag (l,ee et al. l98l). The phase of the
oN-center Xp-cell response in Fig. 5 is -0.059 cycles,
whereas the lagged-cell response phase is 0.237 cycles, and
the orr'-center Xp response phase is 0.484, which became
-0.0 I 6 after normalization.

Physiologically, response phase is determined by two
factors. The first is where in the stimulus cycle the excita-
tion arises, for instance whether the cell is excited by in-
creasing luminance, peak brightness, decreasing lumi-
nance, or peak darkness. The second factor is the delay that
intervenes between the stimulus events and the cell's re-
sponse to these events, that is, the latency of the evoked
response. These two factors are confused in the response to
a single temporal frequency. The late response ofthe lagged
cell could be due to either a tendency to fire late in the
stimulus cycle, or to a long latency, or to both factors.

The intrinsic phase can be distinguished from the effects
of latency, however, by obtaining phase values at more
than one temporal frequency. A pure delay adds a phase lag
that is proportional to the frequency. Latency, which in-
cludes pure delays and integration time associated with
temporal filtering, becomes the slope of the phase versus
frequency plot. The intrinsic response phase corresponds
to the phase that would be seen in the absence oflatency
effects, which is the phase at 0 Hz, because at 0 Hz latency
adds no phase lag (cf. Lee et al. 1981).

To dissociate the effects of latency and intrinsic phase,
we therefore tested each cell at a range of temporal fre-
quencies. Figure 6 illustrates how response timing changes
with temporal frequency. Responses to spots modulated at
1,2, and 4 Hz are shown for four representative cells. Two
cycles are shown here for clarity. As temporal frequency
increases, the responses occur later in the stimulus cycle.
The response phase of the Xr-cell in Fig. 6,4 increases from
0.24 cycles at I Hz to 0.40 cycles at 2Hzto 0.68 cycles at 4
Hz. The cells in B-D behave similarly, but the rate of
change is slower in the nonlagged cells than in the lagged
cells. In addition to this difference in latencies (i.e., the rate
of change of phase with temporal frequency) between the
lagged and nonlagged cells, there is a clear difference in the
phase at I Hz. Even at low temporal frequencies, lagged
cells respond later in the stimulus cycle than do nonlagged
cells. This suggests a difference in the intrinsic phase. Test-
ing cells at several temporal frequencies thus revealed dif-
ferences in both latency and intrinsic phase.

We plotted response phase against frequency for four
representative oN-center cells in Fig. 7. Measured phase
values were extremely reliable when an adequate response
was present, with SDs of -0.005 cycles over ten measure-
ments at 4 H4 this is on the order of the binwidth. Phase
increased approximately linearly with frequency, with a
consistent trend toward convexity. That is, the slope de-
creased slightly with frequency in most cells; all cell types
showed this tendency. At low temporal frequencies (-0.5
Hz) phase was often advanced. Higher frequencies could
also lead to apparent phase advances. However, these

points were also associated with low response amplitudes
and less reliable phase values. Linear regressions were
computed across temporal frequencies where the cell re-
sponded adequately (usually l-8 Hz), with regression coef-
ficients of at least 0.98 and generally above 0.99. Because
the phase data are well approximated with straight lines, we
will describe response phase in terms of two numbers, the
slope and the intercept. The slope of the regression line will
be referred to as latencll the phase intercept will be referred
to as intrinsic or absolute phase.

The slopes of the phase versus frequency data in Fig. 7
show that the lagged cells (open sy.mbols) have longer la-
tencies than the nonlagged cells (filled symbols). Table 2
includes mean latencies for each cell type. X- and Y-cells
differed little in this measure. Lagged-cell latencies aver-
aged 70 ms longer than nonlagged cell values. Lee et al.
( 198 I ) found geniculate latencies of 35-42 ms using similar
methods but with much brighter stimuli. Based on the re-
sponse-phase values oftheir cells, all appear to have been
nonlagged (see below).

The latency calculated from the slope of the phase versus
frequency data was compared with the half-rise latency
obtained from the response to the flashing spot stimulus.
These two measures of latency are reasonably well corre-
lated across the Xpcells (r: 0.52, P < .0001, n: 77)but
not across either X1-cells (r : 0.012, n : 33) or Yry-cells
(r : 0.348, P < 0.05, n : 29). For Yy-cells, the limited
range of half-rise latencies (Fig. 2) provides too little vari-
ance to allow any correlation to show up. For X1-cells the
lack ofcorrelation is due to the often extended inhibitory
dip seen in the flash histograms, which can make half-rise
latencies as long as 750 ms. We discuss below how these
measur€s of latency are related.

We next consider the parameter of absolute phase. The
data in Fig. 7 intersect the ordinate at different points. The
nonlagged cells have absolute phase values below zero,be-
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FIG.7. Response phase is plotted against temporal lrequency for 4
cells. Phase increases approximately linearly with frequency. Slope (la-
tency) and intercept (absolute phase) for these cells were I 50 ms and 0.064
for the X1-cell, 109 ms and 0.003 for the Y1-cell, 57 ms and -0. I I I for the
Xy-cell, and 5l ms and -0.206 for the Yp-cell.
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-.25 0 .25

Absolute phase (cycles)

FIG. 8. L,atency and absolute phase values derived from the response
phase vs. temporal frequency plots are shown for each cell group. As in
Fig. 2, open symbols represent lagged cells; filled symbols represent non-
lagged cells.

cause they respond in advance of the stimulus, as seen in
the histograms of Fig. 6. The Xr-cell lags the stimulus, on
the other hand. The Y1-cell has intermediate behavior, re-
sponding approximately in phase with the stimulus but
with a long latency. Mean values for absolute phase are
given in Table 2. Yscells had the earliest absolute phase
values followed by XN-cells, Ya-cells, and X1-cells. The
difference between any two of these means is statistically
significant (P < 0.001). Thus the late responses of lagged
cells are not entirely due to their longer latencies but de-
pend on the linkage of the response to the offset of the
stimulus (i.e., the portion of the stimulus cycle after the
appropriate contrast has peaked) rather than the onset. The
half-rise latency in X1-cells, which we noted above was
uncorrelated with the phase latency, is correlated with ab-
solute phase (r : 0.5 I 6, P < 0.00 l, n : 33),suggesting that
the absolute phase difference might characterize the differ-
ence between lagged and nonlagged cells.

Lagged cells are indeed distinguished from nonlagged
cells by the two parameters derived from the response-
phase data. Figure 8 shows the results from all cells as a
scatterplot of latency versus absolute phase. Almost no
overlap exists between the distributions of lagged and non-
lagged cells in this plane. Three Xps-cells (triangles) and

one Xy-cell had borderline values. A fourth Xp1-cell gave
phase values indistinguishable from Xp data (hidden
amongst filled circles); this cell had the shortest half-rise
and half-fall latencies of the four Xp1-cells (Fig. 2). The
Y1-cells had long latencies and absolute phase values near
zero. The distributions of Y-cells are shifted toward earlier
phase values and shorter latencies compared with the X-
cell distributions, but overlaP.

The separation achieved byjoint consideration ofthese
two parameters can also be seen in Fig. 9, where the re-
sponse phase at I Hz is plotted for each cell group. Practi-
cally every cell responded well at I Hz, making it a suitable
frequency for comparisons. The phase at I Hz is the sum of
the phase at 0 Hz (in cycles) and the latency (in seconds).
Lagged and nonlagged cells have nonoverlapping distribu-
tions. At I Hz, the response phase difference between Xp-
and Xp-cells, or between Y1- and Yy-cells, is about a
quarter cycle.

Because of the latency difference, the response phase
difference between lagged and nonlagged cells increases
with frequency. Figure l0 shows the average phase versus
frequency regression lines for each cell group. The quarter-
cycle phase difference at I Hz increases to about a half
cycle by 4 Hz and is even greater at higher temporal fre-
quencies. Note that we have only plotted phase values for
temporal frequencies up to 16 Hz for lagged and partially
lagged cells, because very few responded beyond that point.

COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY AND TIME DOMAINS. WC

have seen that lagged and nonlagged cells can be distin-
guished in two ways, either by measuring response laten-
cies to onset and offset of a square-wave-modulated flash-
ing spot or by measuring response phase to a sinusoidally
modulated spot. We now show how these two analyses are
related by translating the frequency domain data back to
the time domain. To the extent that cells respond linearly
in time, the results from the sinusoidally modulated-spot
experiments provide a description of the response to an
arbitrary stimulus. We found that key features of the re-
sponses to the flashed stimulus were predicted under sim-
ple linear assumptions, as will be shown below. By describ-
ing the dynamics of these cells we take a step toward un-
derstanding the mechanisms underlying their responses.

The frequency domain response of each cell was mod-
eled by the difference ofgaussians function that best fit the
amplitude data multiplied by the phase values derived
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temporal frequency of I Hz is shown for each group of cells.

oFF-center cells have been shifted by a half-cycle and pooled

with oN-center cells. Distributions of lagged and nonlagged cells

have no overlap al I Hz (or at higher frequencies). Thus cells
can be identified as lagged or nonlagged by simply measuring

the response phase at I Hz.
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nc. 10. Phase vs. temporal frequency relationships are summarized
for each type of cell. Lines are drawn with slope corresponding to the
average latency and intercepts corresponding to the average absolute phase
(see Table 2 for values). Lagged and l6ntaeged cells are distinct, but X-
and Y-cells of the same type have similar response phase behavior. Xp1-
cells fall in the middle. Variation across the population would fill up the
entire phase vs. frequency plane. Difference between lagged and nonlaggcd
cell phase values amounts to -0.25 cycles at low temporal frequencies,
but expands to -0.5 cYcles bY 4 Hz.

from the linear regression fit. This model has deficiencies,
particularly at low temporal frequencies, but is not critical
for the main points below. An array of complex numbers
was thus generated (for frequencies between -32 and 32
Hz), which was used to derive a real-valued function of
time via a FFT routine (Press et al. 1986). This impulse
response function represents the theoretical response ofthe
celi to an infinitely intense stimulus of the appropriate
contrast for the cell's center sign flashed in the receptive
field infinitely briefly. More formally, the impulse has a
fixed area but vanishing duration. By convolving the im-
pulse response function with any stimulus, the response to
that stimulus is obtained, given linear temporal summa-
tion. The impulse response function provides a complete
description of the dynamics of a linear system.

Figure I I illustrates four examples of impulse response
funciions obtained in this way. The four-part flashing spot
histogram is shown along with each impulse response for
comparison. The Xp-cell in Fig. llA gave very phasic re-
sponses with no sustained component. The impulse re-
sponse for this cell (Fig. 1l,B) shows an excitatory response
for the first 78 ms followed by a strong inhibition for the
next 188 ms. Figure llG shows a strongly lagged X-cell
with a strong inhibitory dip and anomalous offset dis-
charge. The cell's impulse response (Fig. 1111) shows a
short latency inhibition lasting 109 ms followed by 219 ms
of excitation. Between these extremes lie the XN- and Xr-
cells in C and E. In Fig. I lD, the impulse response for the
Xp-cell is dominated by excitation with a weak but long-
lasting secondary inhibition. This cell had a strong sus-
tained component in its flash response (Fig. llC). The
X1-cell in Fig. I l,E has only a brief early inhibitory phase in

its impulse response (Fig. I lF) matching the brief inhibi-
tory dip in the flash response.

The difference in absolute phase (9e) between lagged and
nonlagged cells determines the initial phase of the impulse
response function: initial excitation for nonlagged cells
whose absolute phase is less than zero and initial inhibition
for lagged cells whose absolute phase is greater than zero.l
The early inhibition in lagged cells is one key attribute of
their response to flashing spots; the other key attribute is
the anomalous offset discharge. The responses to sinusoi-
dally modulated stimuli predict the existence of the anom-
alous offset discharge to flashing spots. At stimulus offset
the early inhibition is removed, whereas the slower excit-
atory response remains. We analyze this phenomenon
more fully below. Both the anomalous offset discharge and
the inhibitory dip are related to the absolute phase lagging
the stimulus.

Figure I I also illustrates that the more transient non-
lagged cells (e.g., Fig. llA) have stronger secondary inhibi-
tion (p'ig. 11.8). This inhibition cancels the earlier excita-
tion, suppressing activity after a certain time. The absolute
phase in these transient cells leads the stimulus by nearly a
quarter cycle. Similarly, a strongly lagged cell like the one
in Fig. I lG has strong early inhibition, which is only over-
come by a late excitatory phase (Fig. I lF1). The absolute
phase in these cells lags the stimulus by nearly a quarter
cycle.- 

The impulse response function is a general description of
the time domain response of these cells but is not directly
comparable with data because cells do not respond well to
an impulse. For direct comparison, we simulated the re-
sponses to the four-part flashing spot stimulus with the use
olactual data obtained from cells' responses to sinusoidally
modulated stimuli. Figure 12 compares measured flash re-
spons€ histograms with curves generated from the simula-
tions. Because the flashing spot stimulus has a discrete
spectrum, these reconstructions were derived directly from
the amplitude and phase data, by computing the sum

Response(r) : ) 1-gvn 4 cos {2tlna(t - L) - 4oi)

where the sum was taken over the first 26 odd harmonics,
n : 1,3,5, . . . , 51. ,4 represents the response amplitude at
the frequency n<,r, which is divided by nto approximate the-
declinJin response with contrast, because the contrast of
the stimulus component at the frequency na is l/n times
the contrast ofthe fundamental component at frequency c'r'
(Other choices for the amplitude dependence on contrast,
including scaling by log contrast or using measured re-
sponses,hid not greatly improve the results, so the simplest
aisumption was subsequently used.) I represents the la-
tency ind po the absolute phase. The roles oflatency and
absoiute phase in determining the response waveform are
explicit in ttris formulation: the latency simply shifts the
wliole response profile, whereas the absolute phase deter-
mines the phase of each component. It is important to note
that all components of the square-wave stimulus have ris-
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absolute p[ase, the Fourier transform of the frequencydomain response

becomesihe Fburier transform of the amplitude tuning function with a

time delay of I, multiplied by the absolute phase 96.
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Frc. ll. Impulse r€sponse functions derived from the responses to sinusoidally modulated spots are compared with
responses to the 4-part flashing spot stimulus for 4 X-cells. These cells range from a very transient nonlagged cell (l and B) to
a nonlagged cell with some sustained response (C and D) to a lagged cell with only a brief inhibitory dip and small
anomalous offset discharge (E and .F) to a very lagged cell with a prolonged inhibitory dip and a strong anomalous offset
discharge (G and H). Absolute phase values range from almost a quarter-cycle phase lead to a phase lag of more than an
eighth of a cycle . One of the effects of these phase values on impulse response functions is to determine whether the initial
response is excitatory (B and D) or inhibitory ( F and H). Scales for the flash response histograms are in spikes/s. Scale for the
impulse response functions is arbitrary. Step size in impulse response functions is -16 ms based on extrapolation of the
frequency response to 32 Hz.
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ing edges where their sum (the square wave) has rising
edges, and the same holds for the falling edges. When ab-
solute phase is <0, the response components pile up at the
rising edges of the stimulus giving a transient excitatory
response (Fig. l2A). When absolute phase is between 0 and
0.25, as it is for oN-center X1-cells (Fig. 8), the response
components pile up at the falling edges instead, providing
the anomalous offset discharge (Fie. l2B). The match be-
tween the curves and the histograms is inaccurate as far as
amplitude is concerned, but the match to the timing of
presumptive inhibitory and excitatory responses is excel-

A

Time (seconds)

rrc. 12. Responses to the 4-part flashing spot stimulus are compared
with predictions derived from responses to sinusoidally modulated spots.
Solid lines show the sums of 26 sine waves having amplitudes, frequencies,
and phases corresponding to responses to sine-wave components of the
4-part stimulus. Vertical scaling of sotid curves is arbitrary, and they have
been placed by eye to match sustained portions of responses. l: transient
responses to luminance increases are matched in this nonlagged X-cell.
Reconstruction is more sustained during the background step preceding
the bright step. Discharges during the background step after the bright step
match the increase in the reconstruction. B: the inhibitory dip and anoma-
lous offset discharge ofthis lagged X-cell are present in the reconstruction.
Other features of the response profile also correspond to features in the
reconstruction.

lent. The key features of the flash responses were consis-
tently reproduced by these linear approximations derived
from the phase data.

Although linear temporal summation allows a useful ap-
proximation of responses to complex stimuli in terms of
responses to simpler stimuli, our cells behave nonlinearly
in several important ways. The response to a sinusoidal
stimulus is usually somewhat rectified (Fig. 6) and contains
other distortions that we have ignored for simplicity (all
cells were dominated by the first harmonic response, how-
ever). Furthermore, response is not linear with stimulus
contrast, as we discuss further belpw. The dependence of
the response to a complex stimulus on subthreshold sum-
mation is also unclear. Strictly linear predictions therefore
fail quantitatively. Nevertheless, appeals to nonlinear
mechanisms are unnecessary to account for phenomena
such as the inhibitory dip and anomalous offset discharge
in lagged cells and the transient firing pattern seen in most
cells. The time when spikes occur during stimulus presen-
tation matches the linear prediction from the frequency
domain, if response phase is taken into account'

Contrast

Given the differences between lagged and nonlagged
cells in temporal response properties but similarities in the
spatial domain, we were interested in how the cells com-
pared in the contrast domain. We tested 58 cells with drift-
ing gratings of optimal temporal and spatial frequencies,
varying the contrast over a range from 0.0025 to 0.96. The
first harmonic component of the response was plotted
against log contrast, and the amplitude was fit with a func-
tion that was constant up to a threshold, then increased
linearly with log contrast. This function had three parame-
ters (Fig. 13, top plot for each cell): the constant (the noise
level), the threshold, and the slope ofthe increasing piece,
which is a measure of contrast gain. The phase data for
those points above threshold were fit with a line (phase vs.
log contrast) so that the slope could provide a measure of
phase advance with contrast (Fig. I 3, bottom plot fot each
cell). This method gave threshold values that were consis-
tent with our subjective estimates of threshold. The data
were well fit by the piecewise linear functions. This method
makes contrast threshold independent of contrast gain,
unlike methods dependent on criterion response levels
(Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966). Subjective estimates of
threshold likewise rely on judging whether responses sur-
pass some criterion. Threshold, gain, and phase advance
measurements are summaized in Table 3.

THRESHoLD AND GAIN. Contrast thresholds did not differ
significantly between cell types (Table 3; P > 0.15 for all
comparisons). X1-cells often appeared to have relatively
high thresholds because they were difficult to drive. The
nonlagged cells in Fig. 13, A and C were clearly driven
above contrasts of 0.02, whereas the X1-cell in -B was diffi-
cult to drive at contrasts below 0.1. The objectively deter-
mined thresholds of these cells differed little, however. The
relative ease ofdriving nonlagged cells appears to depend
more on their larger contrast gain than on lower thresholds.
Lagged and nonlagged X-cells differed significantly (P <
0.001) in contrast gain, which increased from 5'3 in Xr-
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Frc. 13. Contrast-r€sponse functions are shown for 4 cells. Amplitude (top) andphase (bottom) are plotted against log
contrast. Data were fit by functions that were constant up to a threshold and linear beyond it. These fits yielded 5
parameters: subthreshold implitude and phase, threshold, contrast gain, and phase advance. Cells were tested with gratings
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TABLE 3. Contrast response paramelers

A. B. SAUL AND A. L. HUMPHREY

Cell Type Threshold
Gain,

imp. s*r . octave-r
Phase Advance.
cycles/octave

XL
Mean + SE
Range

XN
Mean + SE
Range

YL
Mean + SE
Range

Yp
Mean + SE
Range

0.056 + 0.016 (14)
0.0r3-0.235

0.056 + 0.016 (29)
0.013-0.433

0.096 + 0.06 (4)
0.o07-0.266

0.061 +  0 .02  ( l  l )
0 .0 r3-0 .219

5.3  +  0 .6  (14)
r.t2-8.39

9.6 + 1.0 (29)
2.40-26.37

14.0 + 8.4 (4)
2.8-38.4

13.0  +  2 .4  ( l  l )
5.59-42.48

0.013 + 0.005 (l l)
-0.02-0.028

0.023 + 0.003 (19)
0.0025-0.058

0.071 + 0.036 (4)
,-0.01l-0.157

0.059 + 0.005 (8)
0.04t-0.074

Number of cells tested in parentheses.

cells to 9.6 in XN-cells to 13.0 in Yp-cells, in units of spikes
per second per octave of contrast. The four Ys-cells tested
varied widely in their contrast-response functions. The cell
illustrated in D had a high threshold and gain, but another
Ya-cell had a low threshold (0.007) and low gain (4.0).
Although the contrast response measurements from four
Yp-cells are inconclusive, the low response amplitudes ob-
tained from Yp-cells on other tests suggest that they share
the weak contrast gain characteristic with Xr-cells.

PHASE ADVANCE. As contrast increases, some cells fire
earlier or more transiently. One way to measure this
change is to plot response phase against contrast (Fig. 13).
As seen in these four typical examples, phase advances
linearly with log contrast once threshold is exceeded. The
X-cells both showed phase advances of 0.02 cycles/octave,
whereas the YN- and Ys-cells had phase advances of 0.06
and 0.09 cycles/octave, respectively. Shapley and Victor
(1981) argued that the temporal transfer functions of cat
retinal ganglion cells become more high pass with increas-
ing contrast and referred to this effect as the contrast gain
control. They showed phase advances of -0.02 cycles/oc-
tave for X-cells and -0.05 cycles/octave for Y-cells, when
tested at 8 Hz and at low contrasts (Shapley and Victor
1978). We found similar average values (Table 3). The
temporal frequency in our experiments was optimal,
usually -3 Hz. In a few runs we varied both contrast and
temporal frequency and confirmed Shapley and Victor's
results indicating that these effects were related to temporal
frequency, with phase advances only appearing at higher
frequencies. More extensive testing of X1-cells at high fre-
quencies might reveal larger phase advances. Unfortu-
nately, Xp-cells respond poorly to high frequencies. Be-
cause the XN- and Yp-cells were tested at similar frequen-
cies (e.g., Fig. 13, A and C), the weaker phase advances
seen in X-cells were not entirely the result of the effect of
temporal frequency.

Thus among X- or Y-cells there was little difference in
the effects of contrast on lagged and nonlagged cells. Be-
tween X- and Y-cells there were significant differences,
which reflect their retinal inputs (Shapley and Victor
1978). These data indicate that the geniculate mechanisms
associated with the lagged/nonlagged dichotomy are not
concerned with contrast-response processes, apart from re-
ducing contrast gain in lagged cells.

D I S C U S S I O N

Distinctions between cell groups

x- AND Y-cELLs. Our results are in agreement with pre-
vious reports that, as major classes, X- and Y-cells are
readily distinguished by their spatial properties, including
linearity or nonlinearity of spatial summation, receptive
field-center size, and spatial frequency tuning (for review,
see Sherman 1985). In comparison, we found only small
differences between X- and Y-cells in temporal properties.
Optimal temporal frequency was slightly higher in Y-cells
on average, but temporal resolution was similar for the two
functional classes. Response phase was advanced in Y-cells
relative to X-cells on average, corresponding to more tran-
sient response profiles when tested with flashing spots.
However, X- and Y-cells overlapped considerably on every
measure of temporal response. These findings are in agree-
ment with previous reports indicating that X- and Y-cells
are much more similar in the temporal domain than in the
spatial domain (Derrington and Fuchs 1979; Lehmkuhle et
al. 1980; Sestokas and Lehmkuhle 1986; Sherman 1985).
Moreover, they argue against the notioh that the functional
roles of Y- and X-cells are to subserve motion versus form
perception, respectively (Blake and Camisa 1977; lkeda
and Wright 1972; Stone etal.1979; Tolhurst 1973).

LAccED AND NoNLAGGED CELLS. Whereas the X/Y di-
chotomy does not reveal clear differences in temporal be-
havior among geniculate cells, the lagged/nonlagged di-
chotomy does. X1-cells match Xy-cells in the spatial do-
main but give radically different responses in time.
Similarly, Y1-cells match YN-cells spatially but differ tem-
porally. As a rough description, the X/Y distinction is spa-
tial, and the lagged/nonlagged distinction is temporal. Fur-
thermore, because the X/Y distinction is inherited from
the retina (Cleland et al. l97l; Mastronarde 1987a)
whereas the lagged/nonlagged distinction arises in the
LGN, it appears that a major role of the LGN in visual
information processing is to transform signals in the tem-
poral domain.

Importance of phase dffirences in the LGN

RELATIONSHIP TO RESPONSE LATENCY. ThE diffETENCCS

in the temporal tuning properties of lagged and nonlagged
cells are insufficient to account for the cells' markedly dif-
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ferent response latencies to flashed spots (Fig. l). For exam-
ple, in simulations of time-domain data based on fre-
quency-domain responses (e.g., Fig. l2), results were rela-
tively insensitive to tuning parameters such as optimal
temporal frequency. Rather than tuning, the temporal dis-
tinction between lagged and nonlagged cells depends on
timing. The difference between lagged and nonlagged cells
corresponded closely to the distinction between absolute
phase values that lagged and that led the stimulus. All non-
lagged cells had absolute phase leads, and all but a few
lagged cells had absolute phase lags (Fig. 8 and Table 2).
Absolute phase was the parameter that was correlated with
the latency to the flashing spot in lagged cells.

RELATION TO DISCHARGE PATTERNS. ThC MEASUTCS Of
response timing derived from responses to sinusoidal stim-
uli were surprisingly good at predicting patterns of cell dis-
charge (i.e., the response profiles) to square-wave stimuli.
That is, adding the first harmonic responses to each com-
ponent of the four-part flashing spot stimulus produced
good approximations to the actual responses to that stimu-
lus (Fig. l2). These reconstructions were based on minimal
assumptions, the main one being linear temporal summa-
tion, and relied critically on only the two parameters de-
rived from the phase measurements. The most important
parameter was the absolute phase, which predicted where
response peaks and valleys would occur in the histograms.
The latency parameter had a less obvious effect, usually
shifting the histogram by <100 ms. The effects of the am-
plitude tuning curves on the response profile were re-
stricted to determining the smoothness and the sharpness
of the profile. The assumption that the response amplitude
evoked by each component was proportional to its contrast
was made for simplicity. The present data are insufficient
to provide accurate estimates of the many additional pa-
rameters (related to distortion, subthreshold summation,
rectification, and contrast dependence of both amplitude
and phase) needed to obtain more accurate fits. Neverthe-
less, the simple model was successful at generating the dis-
tinctive features of the flash response histograms for prac-
tically all of the cells (numbering over 100) to which it has
been applied. The success of this model implies that, to a
large degree, the mechanisms generating lagged and non-
lagged response profiles, as well as sustained and transient
discharge patterns, act lineady in the temporal domain.

The fact that transient discharge patterns correspond to
phase leads has not been appreciated by some authors. For
example, Tolhurst et al. (1980) argued that temporal sum-
mation in visual cortical cells is nonlinear, based on com-
paring temporal tuning with the Fourier transformation of
the derivative of transient responses to flashed stimuli. In
discussing what sorts of nonlinearities might be involved,
they speculated that the nonlinearity might be inherited
from the geniculate, because geniculate neurons give simi-
lar transient responses. They ignored response phase, how-
ever, which we have shown produces appropriate impulse
response functions and flash responses, without invoking
strong nonlinearities. Although transient responses tend to
be associated with higher temporal frequency tuning, it is
the association with strong phase leads that determines the
occurrence of a brief discharge at stimulus onset.

M echanisms underlying X a responses

The present investigation is descriptive but has implica-
tions for mechanisms. t agged cell responses are character-
ized by an absolute phase shift anda pure delay or latency
increase relative to nonlagged cell responses. Any proposed
mechanism must account for these two timing changes.

The absolute phase shift in lagged cells is most simply
accounted for by processes involving inhibition. In data
from simultaneous recordings of retinal and geniculate
neurons stimulated with flashing spots, Mastronarde
(1987b) showed that lagged X-cells are profoundly inhib-
ited at spot onset when their retinal inputs are discharging
most vigorously. The lagged cells come out of the inhibi-
tion and begin to discharge as the retinal afferents decrease
their firing level. Humphrey and Weller (1988b) subse-
quently provided anatomic evidence that X1-cells are sub-
ject to feed-forward inhibition mediated by intrageniculate
interneurons, which themselves have firing patterns similar
to those of retinal afferents and nonlagged X-relay cells. It
was thus proposed that the lagged cell's response to visual
stimuli results from a two-step operation. First, the retinal
signal is inverted by a geniculate interneuron that inhibits
the lagged cell as the retinal afferent fires at stimulus onset.
Second, the lagged cell begins to discharge as the afferent
and interneuron decrease their firing. We suggest that this
early inhibition and the response to its decrease are respon-
sible for the absolute phase shift in lagged cells. The trans-
formation between retinal afferents and lagged cells may be
described by a linear system which includes 1) inversion,
corresponding to the feed-forward inhibition; 2) differen-
tiation, giving the phase shift, and corresponding to the
response to the decrease in inhibition, and 3) low-pass
stages. Our data are consistent with such a model but are
inadequate for derivation of the model parameters, which
would require simultaneous recording experiments like
those of Mastronarde (1987b).

The increased phase latency of lagged cells is more diffi-
cult to associate with mechanisms but may reflect low-pass
filtering. The small but consistent deviation toward con-
vexity we observed in the response phase versus temporal
frequency data suggests the existence of low-pass mecha-
nisms. The process that produces the additional latency of
-70 ms (beyond the 60-ms latency seen in nonlagged cells)
could involve integration needed to activate channels. In
this regard, recent evidence suggests that the excitatory re-
sponses of lagged X- and Y-cells are mediated primarily by
N-methyl-o-aspartate (NMDA) receptors. Heggelund and
Hartveit (1989) report that activity in lagged cells, but not
nonlagged cells, is reduced or abolished by the NMDA
antagonist CPP. Nonlagged cells appear much more sensi-
tive to non-NMDA antagonists. These data suggest a
model in which non-NMDA receptors would convey the
retinal signal to the nonlagged interneuron, providing early
inhibition onto the lagged geniculate relay cell. NMDA
receptor-mediated excitatory synapses directly onto the
lagged cell would be ineffective until unblocked, perhaps
by calcium spiking or by removal of inhibition coupled
with small amounts of non-NMDA-mediated depolariza-
tion. Our data on timing argue that activation of the excit-
atory mechanism must be tied to some form of inhibitory
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rebound. The interaction of this rebound process and the
time course of the NMDA receptor-mediated potentials
(Forsythe and Westbrook 1988) may require the sorts of
integration times we have observed in lagged cells.

One of the lessons from our work on lagged geniculate
cells involves the role of inhibition in the central nervous
system. Inhibition does not simply turn these cells offbut
generates a phase shift. The modulation of the magnitude
of the signal conveyed by a lagged cell may be a minor
consequence of the inhibition with the major consequence
being the phase shift. The static view of inhibition as acting
mainly on firing rates must be replaced, at least in this
instance, by a dynamic view, where its role is to shape the
responses of cells in time. Inhibition may play a similar role
in other domains and in other systems, shaping responses
rather than vetoing them (Dykes et al. 1984; Hicks et al.
1986; Srinivasan et al. 1982).

A rolefor lagged and nonlagged responses in generating
cortic al dir ect ion s el ectiv ity

Most lagged and nonlagged geniculate neurons project to
visual cortex (Humphrey and Weller 1988a; Mastronarde
1987a). An important question addressed in this last sec-
tion is whether the timing differences between these affer-
ents might contribute to the generation of response proper-
ties in cortical cells.

Recently, attention has been focused on a class of models
for psychophysical and visual cortical direction selectivity.
These models require the interaction of at least two inputs
that are not direction selective but which carry signals that
are about one-quarter cycle out ofphase with each other in
space and in time; this is known as spatiotemporal quadra-
ture (Adelson and Bergen 1985; van Santen and Sperling
1985; Watson and Ahumada 1985).

Spatial quadrature is easily obtained from pairs of
neurons whose receptive fields are offset from each other or
in cortex from odd- and even-symmetric receptive fields
(Pollen and Ronner l98l). The physiological substrate for
temporal quadrature is much less clear, but cortical cells do
obtain inputs that are in temporal quadrature. Movshon et
al. (1978), Reid et al. (1987), and Mckan and Palmer
(1989) reported continuous variations in response phase
across receptive fields ofsingle cortical neurons that corre-
lated with the cells' direction selectivity. Because a quarter
cycle is equivalent to delays from 25 to 250 ms in the range
of frequencies from l0 to I Hz, somewhat complicated
mechanisms might be needed to provide temporal quadra-
ture. However, lagged and nonlagged geniculate cells re-
spond about one-quarter cycle apart at low temporal fre-
quencies, and it is tempting to speculate that they provide
the temporal quadrature inputs to direction-selective cells
in area 17.

A simple model is presented in Fig. 14,4, wherein X1-
and Xscells converge in cortex to produce direction selec-
tivity. We simulated this model by providing data from
lagged and nonlagged cells and adding their estimated re-
sponses to drifting sine-wave gratings. The model was en-
tirely linear and rectification was ignored. Our purpose was
simply to investigate the potential of a scheme that com-
bines these two afferent cell types. In Fig. l4A,we illustrate
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B

excitatory synapses in the nonlagged pathway and one in-
hibitory synapse in the lagged pathway. Because of the lin-
earity used in the simulations, whether the synapses are
excitatory or inhibitory does not affect the responses, ex-
cept to reverse preferred and nonpreferred directions. The
spatial assumptions involved offsetting the receptive fields

A
LGN A layers

Visual cortex

Average XL + )fu data
0.6 deg. RF separation
Tested at 0.48 cDd

Indivkjual Xr + K, data
0.4 deg. RFiepdration
Tested at 0.64 cpd

Preferred direction
Non-pref erred direction

.1 1 10 100

Tsmporal frequency (Hz)

FIc. 14. A: lagged and nonlagged geniculate cells with neighboring
receptive fields project to cortex where they are hypothesized to converge
on cells to generate direction selectivity. Geniculate inputs may be relayed
through cortical cells with little direction selectivity. One ofthe pathways
onto the direction-selective cortical cell may involve inhibitory synapses,
which we indicate for the lagged path. B: simulation based on the scheme
shown in l, using the average values ofrelevant parameters from the XN
and Xs data compiled in this study (see Tables I and 2). Solid and dashed
lines show the responses that would be obtained for opposite directions of
movement. At temporal frequencies around I Hz, the hypothetical cell
would be direction selective. Above 3 Hz, both directions give similar
responses. Direction preference reverses periodically as the relative phase
increases. C: simulation like that in B but based on 2 cells recorded next to
each other in the LGN. One was an oN-center XL-cell with a phase latency
of 104 ms and an absotute phase of0.098 cycles. The other cell was an
oFF-center XN with a latency of 87 ms and an absolute phase of -0.085

cycles. These cells therefore maintained a relative phase near one{uarter
cycle over a wide range oftemporal frequencies. The hypothetical cortical
cell thus maintains a strong direction bias over a wide range offrequencies.
Note that it is not important lor the model that the 2 geniculate inputs had
opposite center signs. Optimal spatial and temporal frequencies were 0.7
cpd and I .3 Hz for the Xr-cell and 0.6 cpd and 1.5 Hz for the XN-cell.
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of the geniculate units by a distance that was approxi- CleI-eNn, B. G., DUBIN, M. w., AND LEvIcK, W. R. Sustained and
mately one-quarter of ttreir spatial wavelengths (th-e recip- gllfent neurones in the cat's retina and lateral geniculate nucleus' "I'

rocal ortheii optimal spatial irequencies). R;;il;; *ei. ,jJJ,'i'J,:3111)1.'HJll!;r1T.tn. so*i"r "ndtemporarpropertiesor
simulated for test gratings of various spatial and temporal X and Y celis in the cat lateral geniculaie nucleu s. l. fhysioi. Lond. 293:
frequencies drifting in each direction along the axis 347-364,1979.
through the receptive-field centers. For the illustrations in DYxES, R- w., LANDRv' P., MrrHenArE, R', AND HIcKs, T' P' Func-

rig. l+a and c, we chose a spatial frequency close to the ::"":31,i:t?"1,1."S:l"1liT"i[T:"r*ffii]ffr]?il !ili6;ii?3i11
optimum (spatial aliasing occurs in the simulations but i981.
may be avoided with odd and even cortical receptive ENnorn-CucrLL C. AND RoBsoN, J. G. The contrast sensitivity of reti-
fields). nal ganglion cells ofthe cat. J. Physiol. Lond. 187:517-552,1966.

Figure l4B illustrates the results of a simulation based on FoRs_YrHE, I. D. AND wESrBRooK, G' L' Slow excitatory postsvnaptic

the averaged parameters rrom the Xs- and x-;ii il;;;. ffjl"J::#.TT:it":tlfi.N#j:;?r.iff, !"ffijij: 
on 

rcurtured
The solid and dashed lines show the response amplitude HAMMoND, p. Inadequacy of nitrous oxide/oxygen mixtures fior main-
versustemporalfrequencyformovementinoppositedirec- taining anesthesia in cats: satisfactory alternative. Pain 5:143-151,
tions. The simulated cortical cell would be somewhat direc- 1978'

tion selective up to - 3 lHz, including at th; optimai fre- HEC'GELUND, P' AND HARrveIr, E' Lagged and nonJagged X-cells in the

quency or -2H2. However, the ratency ditrJ.;;;'il;**" fjJ*:li,::iiilf"#"#}.,jfffXJ::'iTl'?i:ln'ln:*n 
different

the inputs means that temporal quadrature is not main- grircs, T. P., METHERATE, R., LeNonv, P., AND DyKEs, R. W. Bicucul-
tained. Aliasing thus occurs at high frequencies, as the line-inducedalterationsofresponsepropertiesinfunctionallyidentified
curves cross each other at intervals of -7 Hz (the latency __ ventroposterior thalamic neurones. Exp. Brain Res.63:248-264, 1986.

difference is 6e ms, which produces a harr;;il;ffi; "ffff;Xt"i;ii*:jifr:::'; 
t;,Y;'3})!t?;;:r\i:y;:;.or 

retinar
difference every 7.2 Hz). However, the cell would have Hdrr:ram, K.-p., sroNE, J., eNo SHrn1aeN, S. M. Relay of receptive-
little direction preference above 4 Hz, even though it con- field properties in dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the cat. J. Neuro-
tinues to respond well beyond l0 Hz. This is because of the --phvsiol 35: 518-531' 1972'

tuning propirties of the inputs; laesed cetts respona poorly ""rH:;:: 
**;,tll;,li;oYl'|ili;&-h,^I?'iTi}l'i* f;;#i

relative to nonlagged cells at higher temporal frequencies. *.ni"urut. nucleus to cortical area 17 in the cat. "/. comp. Neurol. 233:
Pairs oflagged and nonlagged cells could be chosen that iss-tss, tsts.

produced stronger direction selectivity. Figure l4C shows Hutrleunrv, A. L. AND wer-I-En, R. E. Functionallv distinct groups of

ih" ,..po.rres in each direction generated bt "grp.ilile l$::)toT,,!.rt#:*tr*t"ulatenucleusorthecat'"r' 
comp Neurot'268:

data from two cells that were recorded next to each other in Huiipnnev. A. L. AND *ELLER. R. E. structural correlates of function-
the LGN (whether this anatomic contiguity has any rele- allydistinctX-cellsinthelateralgeniculatenucleusofthecat.J.Comp.
vance for cortical direction selectivity is unknown). In this Neurol.268:448-468, 1988b.
case direction selectivity is maintained across a broad range IKEDA, H. AND wRIGHr, M. J. Receptive field organization of 'sustained'

of frequencies. These iwO cells had latencies tiai aiferJa and'transient' retinal ganglion cells which subserve different functional

by onry 17 ms, and their absolute pnase aimirJ,';i0:i8 #51{.,"##?i:3+::3J:?'-.^33,f;trt;","orresponsestomoving
cycles) was such that aliasing was avoided until 19 Hz, sinusoidalgratingsincellsofcatretinaandlateralgeniculatenucleus.,L
when little response remained. Neurophvsiol.45:807-817' 1981.

rhese simulations verify that, assumi'g ,lfo.:lli*: 
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generated from inputs driven by lagged and nonlagged ge- MeLeelr, J. G. Activity of cells in irea 17 of the cat in absence of input
niculate cells that are bidirectional but in spatiotemporal fromlayerAoflateralgeniculatenucleus.,/. Neurophysiol.49:595-610,
quadrature. Cortical receptive fields may show signs of 1983'

such convergent inputs in iubzones wittr differing ab-solute MAsrRoNARDe, D. N. Two classes of single-input X-cells in cat lateral
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